Let N experimental data be given, such that 
Introduction
We consider the situation where N s signals of (very) small likelihood occur in a large number of N data:
Here N b is the number of background events. In addition, we suppose that, a-posteriori, signals can only be identified in a statistical sense. The question is what confidence limits on the likelihood of signals are then implied by the data sample?
For the statistical identification we assume that some method allows to tag signal and background events with different efficiencies. In particular, we have high energy physics experimental data in mind, where the tagging may be provided by traditional cuts or by applying some NN [1, 2, 3, 4, 5] technique. To give an example, figure 5 of Ref. [5] depicts neural network efficiencies F s (Y ) and F b (Y ) as obtained by training for the identification of tt-events in All-Jets data [6] . Running the network on all N data assigns to each event a value of the network function Y n , n = 1, ..., N. Our analysis proceeds in two steps: In the next section, we find the confidence limits for q, under the assumption that we know the a-posteriori likelihoods
that there are N s signals in our data. In section 3 we construct the probability density P (N s ) from the number N Y , as delivered by our NN or any other method which defines known efficiencies F s and F b . The reader, who likes to have a glance at typical results now, should consider figure 6, where the shaded region gives P (N s ) for the situations N = 26k, An additional problem in real applications will be that the efficiencies F s and F b are not exact either. However, we think that this problem can be overcome by the bootstrap approach [7] : One may repeat the construction of P (N s ) for each member of a sufficiently large sample of efficiencies F i s and F i b , (i=1,...,I). Each analysis yields a probability density P i (N s ) and the ultimate result is
In the next section we review some basic material and find an equation which allows to calculate the desired confidence levels, once P (N s ) is given. With similar methods, P (N s )
is then constructed in section 3. A comparison with a less rigorous approach, involving an assumption about a-priori probabilities, is carried out in section 4. Conclusions are summarized in section 5.
From Signal Probabilities to Confidence Limits
Let q be the (unknown) exact likelihood that a data point is a signal. The probability to observe N s signals within N measurements is given by the binomial distribution
We are faced with the inverse problem: if N s signals are observed, with what confidence can we rule out certain q? Assume that probabilities p − < 0.5 and p + < 0.5 are given. We denote the corresponding confidence interval by [q − , q + ], where q − and q
are defined such that the true values of q are q ≤ q − with probability p − and q ≥ q + with probability p + . It is well-known [8] that the actual values for q − and q + are obtained by iterating the equations
We illustrate this procedure for the case N s = 130 and N = 26k, where the numbers are chosen in the ballpark expected for the likelihood of tt events in the D0 All-Jets data after muon tagging. Figure 1 Binomial coefficients in (2) and in subsequent equations have been calculated by means of routines of [9] . We are interested in the more involved situation where signal and background are not unambiguously distinguished. Instead, we assume that a probability density P (N s ) is given such that there are N s signals with likelihood P (N S ),
In the following section we construct P (N s ).
From Data to Signal Probabilities
The neural network chooses N Y data, composed of N are, hence, given by binomials. Thus for fixed N s one gets the probability density 
For our network efficiencies F (N s ) is plotted in figure 4 . The computational demand was about two hours of CPU time on a DEC 3000 Alpha 600 workstation. This could be speeded up by using reasonable approximations instead of exact binimial coefficients. It is obvious that F (N s ) is the distribution function of the desired probability density P (N s ):
With the definition F (−1) = 0
follows. N s = 0 acquires a likelihood of 15.6% , i.e. one has to cope with the alternative that there may be no effect at all. The confidence intervals become 0.00005 ≤ q ≤ 0.0096 with 68.2% likelihood,
0.00000 ≤ q ≤ 0.0148 with 95.4% likelihood, and the latter case should be supplemented by the explicit probability for N s = 0.
Involving A-priori Probabilities
Our construction (6) invokes the a-priori known fact that the number of signals is in the range 0 ≤ N s ≤ N. It is popular (for a review see [10] ) and apparently sometimes quite successful, to make additional assumptions in form of a-priori likelihoods. In our situation, one would be tempted to impose an a-priori likelihood P 0 (N s ) on P (N s ). For instance, invoking the maximum-entropy principle [11] leads to the constant probability density
As before, N Y is determined by the measurements and the Bayesian theorem implies the a-posteriori probability
where the constant follows from the normalization clear what a-priori probability one should assign to the situation that there is no effect at all. By this reason, N s = 0 does not compete on the same level as the numbers N s ≥ 1.
For the situation, we have in mind, no effect at all would mean that there is no top quark.
As the issue has been resolved [12] one may be tempted to argue in favor of the a-priori likelihood with the argument that N s = 0 is then just the situation of a very small signal probability. However, the a-priori constant P 0 (N s ) leads then to an overestimation of large signal probabilities, as it re-distributes the N s = 0 likelihood incorrectly.
Conclusion
We calculated confidence limits of an unknown signal likelihood for the situation where few signals occur in a large number of events. The only input were the neural network efficiencies for signal and background events as well as the number of data the network selects with those. The logical extension from the binomial to the multinomial case, i.e. to more than two different types of data (signal and background) is certainly possible.
To involve a-priori likelihoods may in many situations be unavoidable and, actually, be quite successful. In the case, where strong signal identification is possible, we have seen no practical difference with the rigorous approach. However, our example of weak signal identification shows that a-priori likelihoods are better avoided when a rigorous alternative exists. Fb=0.005
Fs=0.1 Figure 6 : A-posteriori probability density P (N s ) that N s signals are contained in the N data. The dashed line is due to (9) assuming a maximum entropy a-priori likelihood (8) .
The shaded curve is obtained by a rigorous approach (6) . For the latter case note the solitary column at N s = 0.
